
1.Expiration of Reporter ID

・Reporter ID not in use will be expired/deleted after a certain period.
・Conditions and expiration dates are as listed below.

1. After Reporter ID Issuance and no use(no AFR filing with the Reporter ID), ID will be expired in 1year *1.

2. As a special setting, expiration date of all IDs issued BEFORE 2017/09/24 9:00 p.m. are set as “2018/10/06”.

3. With each AFR filing, the expiration date of Reporter ID will be extended for 1year *2.

4. When Reporter ID is expired, Code for house BL/NVOCC code issued with that ID will also be expired. 

→ In case your customers’ ID/House BL code expired, please simply apply for new Reporter ID.

More detailed explanation for *1, *2 can be found in the next page. 

2.Reporter ID data reflection on NACCS system after March

・Timing of issued Reporter ID reflected to production environment is as follows.

-IDs issued before 9：00 p.m. of the day  → will be available at next day 00：00 a.m.
-IDs issued after 9：00 p.m. of the day → will be available after the day after next day 00：00 a.m. 
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Expiration Date of Reporter ID

No use of ID within 
1 year after its issuance.

1 year extension of 
expiration date by each 
AFR filing with ID.

1 year

Date of issue

１year

Date of expiration

Last AFR filing date Extension of expiration date

Date of expiration

*All time shown above is Japan Standard Time.



Expiration time
11：00 p.m. JST

★

Deadline for extending ID validity duration
（15 and a half hours before the expiration time）

07:30a.m. JST
★

Reporter ID is valid, however the extension of ID validity 
by filing won’t be applicable

3. Limitation for extending ID validity duration

◎ID is Valid 
◎ID validity duration extension

by filing

◎ID is Valid
× No validity duration extension by filing

e.g.）Expiration date and time was 1/1 11：00 pm (JST)

Filing at 1/1 5:00 a.m.
(Before deadline for 
extending ID validity
duration)

1/1 1/2

Filing at 1/1 10:00 p.m.
(After deadline for 
extending ID validity 
duration)

Expiration time
1/1 11:00 pm

★

FILE

Deadline for extending ID 
validity duration
1/1 07:30 am

★

Expiration date is 
extended for 1year

1year extension

ID will be deleted       
on 1/1 11:00 pm

FILE

As mentioned above, the expiration date of Reporter ID can be extended for 1 year with each AFR filing. 
However, there is a limitation for the ID validity extension as follows.

*All time shown above is Japan Standard Time.
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